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The Blessed Hope! 

 “Looking for that blessed hope, and the glorious appearing of the 
great God and our Saviour Jesus Christ;” –(Titus 2:13) 

 

Diamond & Nugget #308 

Current Events through a Biblical World View! 

 
"Vaccinated" Emitting Bluetooth Codes 

   
Pfizer’s COVID-19 vaccines contain nanotechnology to track people, scientists say.  In 
the many (160+) articles I have posted on 5G wireless EMF I revealed that those who 
were vaxxd for so-called Covid received a MAC address that emits a digital signature.  
In all of this 5G is an integral part of the mystery of what is taking place and the patents 
contain the details. 
  
The "Vaccinated" are emitting Bluetooth codes. There is a phenomenon going on called 
the “Bluetooth challenge” videos. Normally, Bluetooth devices have names on them, but 
what’s happening now is that when someone goes into a crowded room full of 
vaccinated people, there are anonymous Bluetooth addresses that show up. They’re 
anonymous addresses from vaccinated individuals who are emitting a signal. 
 
A French research team confirmed this when they stopped random volunteers in a park. 
The team separated the groups into vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals and tested 
their gadgets. The team found that the vaccinated registered an unnamed MAC 
address. 
 
To be clear, the MAC address is a Machine Address Code, all electronic hardware that 
makes them identifiable wirelessly. It’s a unique address to the device, so it’s just a 
hexadecimal number that identifies particular hardware, and each vaccinated person is 
disseminating a separate and unique code. 
  
Do Bluetooth devices have a persistent ID (like a MAC address)?   YES. 
 
Any Bluetooth device has a unique 48 bit address. The Bluetooth addresses are 
alphanumeric and consists a 12 hexadecimal digits. 
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Would it be possible to use it to build systems to track people's attendance, say, at 
work, or at school, using  Bluetooth unique MAC address? 
 
Yes, this can be done! 
 
Would this be possible without those people choosing to pair their device?   Yes if you 
use the new Bluetooth Low Energy feature called “advertiser”. 
 
The "advertiser" is going to be transmitted from the internet of things, IoT, and 5G cell 
towers or devices. 
  
If you got the Jab you could be "paired" i.e., connected to something you don't know 
about or don't want to be identified with. 
 
That would be your unique heaxdecimel MAC address embedded in your body via the 
coved "vaccine" jab!   (Example 24:4B:03:3C:3F:A9) 
 
When your start do some research on how the blue tooth  unique MAC addresses work 
along with how blue tooth works you will begin to see the Covid "vaccine" nano-
technology graphene oxide is found embedded in the jab connection. 
 
This is why the government is so hell bent on getting you set up with the "vaccine".  
O’Biden and the CDC were calling for people to get Covid vaxxes as recent as early 
March, 2024.  They control the narrative and many unvaxxed will capitulate thinking 
they will be safe. 
 
It has nothing to do with preventing the so-called Covid virus. 
 
It has EVERYTHING to do with tracking you 24/7 without an electronic device such as 
your cell phone. 
 
If you got the jab the government will be able to track your every move 24/7. 
 
If you have got the Covid "vaccine" the government will have your number, a unique 
MAC address identifier that is unique to you alone. 
 
When this discovery was made public the Internet Fact Checkers went ballistic in 
debunking MAC address in the vaxxes.  The mainstream media refuted this in a huge 
way.  But remember this, a device that can track an object can track a human being just 
as easy.  The technology is complex and yet it has been demonstrated through a 
number of sources and stands the scrutiny of scientific investigation. 
 
Even the very name Covid-19 is an acronym or definition of its meaning.  An acronym is 
an abbreviation formed from the initial letters of other words and pronounced as a word 
(e.g. ASCII, NASA, CIA, FBI, etc.):  See below the Covid acronym. 
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I first learned about this when reports of individuals were using devices that picked up 
MAC addresses from Blue Tooth devices emitted coming from recently buried 
individuals in cemeteries around the country.  Many investigators seeing social media 
reports went out at night and conducted their own tests to see if this was true.  As the 
time passed more and more reports were being shown confirming that those vaxxed do 
in fact emit MAC address when scanned.  I will share more on this as the likes of Apple 
and others removed and visible evidence from their App’s Information.  I’ve seen 
articles on the Internet showing how this feature can be restored if it’s gone from your 
cell phone. 
  
BLUETOOTH CHALLENGE: EXPERIMENT PROVES VAXXED EMIT MAC 
ADDRESSES  
  
grapheneoxide.pdf   (All this is possible because all the Covid "vaccines" contain 
graphene oxide.)     
  
5G AND NANOTECH IN THE COVID JABS      
  
The Connection Between 5G - Nanotech - An The Covid "Vaccine"       (You will be 
shocked.) 
   
The test in the videos did show that the "vaccinated" group are emitting MAC 
addresses. 5.5 billion people have been vaxxed around the planet.  We do not know 
who and how many received placebo vaxxes as not all received the vaxxes with 
Graphene Oxide nanoparticles. 
 
A MAC address is a hexadecimal number that identifies a piece of electronic hardware 
such as a cell phone, computer, etc. 
 
The article said each vaccinated person was transmitting, disseminating, a separate 
and unique code.  Not ‘666’; Well not completely or totally.  Under the International 
Standards of ISO 9000 which was established back in the 1990s, every manufactured 
product, components down to the base level has a ‘666’ as part of the manufacturing, 
production and inventory coding system.  If it is manufactured, it has a standard number 
‘666’ preceding its product number, but it does not appear visibly on whatever the item 
may be.  It is hidden by intent.  This information about ISO 9000 was published in Texe 
Marrs’ 1996 book ‘Project L.U.I.C.D’. 
 
This unique code that the "vaccinated” person is transmitting can be used to identify him 
or her as a unique piece of "hardware" with a unique address! 
 
MAC addresses are used in ALL electronic equipment or devices. 
 
If you have been "vaccinated" chances are you have an implanted identifier that 
transmits your unique identity and can be used to monitor your activity 24/7/365. 
 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/RVDRBGXZTYH2/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/RVDRBGXZTYH2/
https://magavotesmatter.com/grapheneoxide.pdf
https://www.ftwproject.com/blog/
https://www.ftwproject.com/orgonite-blog/5g-and-nanotech-in-the-covid-jabs/
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A MAC address is the physical address of the layer two medium, and in general will 
remain with the hardware it is allocated to - in a physical nic, it resides in the firmware or 
flash on the nic. 
 
 MAC addresses can be spoofed such as with mac-changer on Linux so as usual, 
nothing is concrete. They can also be altered in flash - in some cases fairly easily. 
However, as the MAC address is bound to hardware, the MAC address changes with 
hardware changes, not with network changes. 
  
In the case of virtual hardware, it is largely the same deal, except the allocation of a 
MAC address is up to the host, effectively it "creates" the nic that is given to the guest, 
and so seeing as none of it is real, the MAC is made up, and can be changed at any 
time. It rarely is however. 
  
A MAC address remaining static is good for virtual platform providers as they can 
measure all sorts of things based on the MAC, and of course, allocating IP addresses. 
  
The 2022 Freedom Convoy Truckers were protesting the "vaccine" mandate. Most 
likely they along with people who have got the jab or "Covid vaccine" don't know 
that the jab also turns you into a transmitter that broadcasts your unique identity 
24/7.  The Canadian RCMP and Prime Minister Justin Trudeau merely scanned the 
truckers’ cell phones for their MAC addresses, and then shut down their bank 
accounts and cutting them off from access to their funds.  Without access to the 
truck driver’s bank accounts the Canadian government would be able to weaken 
and undermine the protest.   
 
When the Canadian government shut down the truckers’ access to their funds, 
they also inadvertently exposed the government’s ability they could shut down 
the truckers from having access to their funds in the bank.  Media covering the 
Freedom Convoy reported confirmed for the rest of us how this became possible.   
 
I would simply add that all of technology involved is dependent upon the 5G 
EMF/EMR wireless energy use and synchronization using the Cesium-137 
radioactive isotope to power the wireless energy platform. 
 
The number one reason not to get the jab is it can kill you. 
 
The number two reason not to get the jab that contains the    Deadly Shot Of 
Graphene Oxide In Every Covid "vaccine" and "boosters"    (Causes blood clots 
and forms unique MAC address in your body for identification.) 
 
If you don't want to become a "transmitter" don't get the jab! 
The number three reason not to get the jab is Covid19 Vaccines Ingredients List    
  
Bottom line is this: 
People who have got the jab, "vaccine", have been primed for something. 

https://rumble.com/vqh10u-deadly-shot-of-graphene-oxide-in-every-covid-vaccine-and-boosters..html
https://rumble.com/vqh10u-deadly-shot-of-graphene-oxide-in-every-covid-vaccine-and-boosters..html
https://anycalculator.com/covid19vaccinesingredientslist.html
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Have you got the Covid jab? 
 
Just like a cellphone has a unique MAC address to identity only that cellphone so do 
you.  This is not science fiction but rather reality.  Individuals using signal meters 
discovered that deceased internments in cemeteries six-feet below ground were still 
emitting their MAC addresses weeks and month after death of the person buried in 
those graves. 
  
GRAPHENE OXIDE, 5G AND COVID PRESENTATION AND NOTES ON SGT 
REPORT    (READ AND WATCH THIS!) 
  
The is NO medical reason for the Covid "vaccine" to contain graphene oxide, except to 
be used to for something other than to prevent you from getting the Covid "virus" 
  
Red Alert! 
 
Graphene Oxide has already been used in a Flu Vaccine.  We have to conclude it will 
be in all vaccines from the current time going forward.   
 
https://www.graphene-info.com/graphene-oxide-gives-boost-new-intranasal-flu-
vaccine 
  

Scroll Down To Get Micro Chip Bluetooth Data App.     
   
vaccines.news     KNOW THE FACTS ABOUT THE OMICRON VARIANT.     Stay up-
to-date and not "fully vaccinated" and uninformed because of your own ignorance! 
  
TheConservativeTreehouse.com        |       goodnewspost.com       |       anycalculat
or.com        |        Latest Jan 6, 2020 Real Facts Updates         
  
Covid-19 Test Kits Contain Lethal Chemicals   (Swab Contains Ethylene Oxide - 
Dropper Bottle Contains Sodium Azide.) 
  
Vaccine Ingredients      |        Fact check vaccine ingredients.  PDF     (You won't 
believe the stuff that is put into vaccines.)      |      The covid "vaccines" 
contain  GRAPHINE OXIDE.  
  
After knowing the facts about the deadly vax you will not fear the virus as much as you 
will fear the "vaccine" if you have got the covid "vaccine" jab or "boosters". 
  
https://rumble.com/user/Mercola     (Dr. Mercola On Rumble) 
  
Covid "vaccine" mandate shotdown 1/13/22  

https://www.ftwproject.com/orgonite-blog/graphene-oxide-5g-and-covid-presentation-and-notes-on-sgt-report/
https://www.ftwproject.com/orgonite-blog/graphene-oxide-5g-and-covid-presentation-and-notes-on-sgt-report/
https://www.graphene-info.com/graphene-oxide-gives-boost-new-intranasal-flu-vaccine
https://www.graphene-info.com/graphene-oxide-gives-boost-new-intranasal-flu-vaccine
https://vaccines.news/
https://theconservativetreehouse.com/
https://goodnewspost.com/
https://anycalculator.com/
https://anycalculator.com/
https://anycalculator.com/jan6updates.html
https://anycalculator.com/deadlytestkit.html
https://rightsfreedoms.wordpress.com/2021/09/10/vaccine-ingredients/
https://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/pubs/pinkbook/downloads/appendices/b/excipient-table-2.pdf
https://rightsfreedoms.wordpress.com/2021/09/02/american-scientists-confirm-toxic-graphene-oxide-and-more-in-covid-injections/
https://deadlyvax.com/
https://rumble.com/user/Mercola
https://anycalculator.com/mandate.html
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magavotesmatter.com            streamzones.com            anycalculator.com           La
test Covid "Vaccine" Updates  
  

 
  
Covid19 Vaccines Ingredients List       (Know Before You Go Get The Deadly 
Jab!)       Deadly Shot Of Graphene Oxide In Every Covid "vaccine" and 
"boosters"    
  
Use the links below to install the Microchip Bluetooth Data App for Iphone or 
Andriod.   (Free App)  This app can scan for bluetooth MAC codes. 
 
You can use this app to scan for the "jab" Bluetooth MAC code or codes of a person 
who has got the covid-19 "vaccine" shot. 
 
For each shot there should be displayed a separate and distinct MAC code in the form:  
 
Example. 
  
Name              MAC Code 
unknown          44:E4:EE:67:CI:C6    This is a hex code. 
  
Before you use the Microchip Bluetooth Data App make sure the person you are going 
to scan is in an isolated area where there are NO other Bluetooth devices. 
 
If you scan someone or yourself and a MAC Code pops up on the Microchip Bluetooth 
Data App then you will know that the Covid "vaccine" has given you a specific hex code 
address that is unique to you. 
 
Every time you get a jab you get another Mac Code address. 
I suggest you experiment and find out if this is true. 
 
Scan someone who has had the jab in an isolated area where there are NO other blue 
tooth devices nearby. Check results. 
 
Scan someone who has NOT got the jab in an isolated area where there are NO other 
blue tooth devices nearby. Check results. 
 
If you scan someone in an isolated area and a MAC Code pops up does this mean you 
have got the Mark of the Beast? 
 
Not necessarily.  I would qualify this with a disclaimer since the vaxxed now have all the 
elements of what the “Mark” of the Beast is capable of achieving. 

https://magavotesmatter.com/
https://streamzones.com/
https://anycalculator.com/
https://anycalculator.com/updates.html
https://anycalculator.com/updates.html
https://anycalculator.com/covid19vaccinesingredientslist.html
https://rumble.com/vqh10u-deadly-shot-of-graphene-oxide-in-every-covid-vaccine-and-boosters..html
https://rumble.com/vqh10u-deadly-shot-of-graphene-oxide-in-every-covid-vaccine-and-boosters..html
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People will need to be willing to take a code or number, the Bible says its ‘666’, to 
receive the Mark of the Beast in Revelation. 
 
If you got the jab you didn't know that the "vaccine" would also include a MAC code to 
identity you. 
 
You need to be aware that the Covid "vaccine" is not a vaccine at all but contains other 
things including graphene oxide etc. 
  
Iphone App Store Link For Micro Chip Bluetooth Data App    *   (Use To Scan For 
Jab Hex Code.) 
  
Andriod App Store Link For Micro Chip Bluetooth Data App    *   (Use To Scan For 
Jab Hex Code.) 
  
Video Link   (9/11/2020)  (This Video Explains What Is In The covid 
JAB.)       Human 2.0 References  (PDF)  22 Pages       CarrieMadej.com  
  
Experiment Proves VAXXED Emit MAC Addresss    ( The MAC Address is a 
physical address and does not change.)  (2/2/2022)       IPhone BLE 
Scanner   (Free)     
  
BLE MAC ADDRESS FOR EACH COVID-19 VACCINE SHOT      Find the vendor 
name of a device by entering  a MAC address   (First 3 Hex # Are Vendor Name.) 
  
DR LUIS DE BENITO – COVID VACCINES APPEAR TO INSTALL A “MAC 
ADDRESS” INSIDE THE VAXXED.   
 
Dr. Luis De Benito states: 
 
If you have an Iphone or Andriod Bluetooth scanner or barcode scanner try it yourself 
and confirm the information. 
 
I suggest you use the Micro Chip Bluetooth data App. It is free and has several options 
to check for bluetooth transmissions. 
  
I have installed the Micro Chip Bluetooth Data App on my Andriod phone. 
 
I used the BLE Smart scan option to scan for nearby Bluetooth MAC codes. 
 
I picked up 6 from unknown sources that displayed a 12 digit MAC code address such 
as 44:E4:EE:67:C1:C6  (example) 
 
These 6 sources were Bluetooth transmitters nearby within 80 feet or less. 
 

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/microchip-bluetooth-data/id1319166097
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.microchip.bluetooth.data&hl=en_US&gl=US
https://www.bitchute.com/video/o5p9D7Vo72WY/
https://www.carriemadej.com/_files/ugd/05d5c4_7bd6070ca2754c3a8408feeafa2b68fb.pdf
https://www.carriemadej.com/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/RVDRBGXZTYH2/
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/ble-scanner-4-0/id1221763603#?platform=iphone
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/ble-scanner-4-0/id1221763603#?platform=iphone
https://www.bitchute.com/video/w0mf8vu6gUjU/
https://maclookup.app/macaddress/7CF666
https://maclookup.app/macaddress/7CF666
https://robscholtemuseum.nl/dr-luis-de-benito-covid-vaccines-appear-to-install-a-mac-address-inside-the-vaxxed/
https://robscholtemuseum.nl/dr-luis-de-benito-covid-vaccines-appear-to-install-a-mac-address-inside-the-vaxxed/
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I have not got the Covid "vaccine" jab so I know none of the MAC code addresses were 
coming from me. 
 
Within the next few days I will be doing an experiment to find out if I can isolate a Covid 
-19 "vaccine" victim and read their mac code. 
 
I will verify the above information soon.  If I can't verify a MAC code scan from a Covid-
19 "vaccine" victim I will remove this information about trying to use the Microchip 
BlueTooth Data App to scan for Bluetooth mac codes of people who have got the Covid 
Jab or jabs. 
 
While researching the above information I came across a story about Wisconsin 
Company to Implant Microchips in Employees July 24, 2017. 
 
The links to this story were all removed but I was able to find it on the internet archive. 
 
Wisconsin Company to Implant Microchips in Employees    (It’s no accident this story 
has been removed since the covid "vaccine" jab has been available.) 
 
The Microchip Bluetooth Data App can also be used to scan for an implanted microchip. 
The implanted microchip will include more information than just a mac code hex 
address which is what is in covid "vaccine" victims. 
 
Another test of the Microchip Bluetooth Data App 
  
 MAC-cinated: Pattern identification in coronavirus vaccines - Nanorouters  
  
Quantum dot nano-router patterns found in covid "vaccines" 
  
This discovery is of fundamental relevance. 
  
Not only to understand the true purpose and components of coronavirus vaccines, but 
also to explain the existence of the phenomenon of MAC addresses visible through the 
Bluetooth of many mobile devices. 
 
Because nano-routers, then, will, like routers, broadcast visible MAC addresses in, in 
this case, Bluetooth wireless technology, as is being proven, as well. 
 
The context of the discovery is as follows. 
 
Before proceeding to the explanation of the finding, it's worth recalling the context in 
which it is framed, to ensure its understanding and subsequent deepening. 
 
First of all, it should be borne in mind that graphene and its derivatives, graphene oxide 
and carbon nanotubes, form part of the components of vaccines, as has already been 
explained. 

https://web.archive.org/web/20190421082917/https:/kstp.com/news/wisconsin-company-to-implant-microchips-in-employees-three-square-market/4549459/
https://www.orwell.city/2021/11/nanorouters.html
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The properties of graphene are exceptional from a physical, thermodynamic, electronic, 
mechanical, and magnetic point of view. 
 
Its characteristics allow it to be used as a superconductor. 
 
It's an electromagnetic wave absorbing material, a signal emitter-receiver, a quantum 
antenna which makes it possible to create advanced nano and micrometric scale 
electronics. 
  
However, aside from all the benefits, the scientific literature is very clear about the 
health implications for the human body. 
 
It's notorious that graphene, graphene oxide (GO), and other derivatives such as carbon 
nanotubes (CNT) are toxic in almost all their forms, causing mutagenesis (or cancer, 
chromosomal alteration), cell death, apoptosis, necrosis, the release of free radicals. 
 
And as a consequence of that, it increases toxicity rapidly in the lungs, favoring the 
cytokine storm that you know as bilateral pneumonia, genotoxicity, or DNA damage. 
  
Graphene is a radio-modulatable nanomaterial. 
  
This is very important and one that people need to understand. And here's the 
interaction with those radio frequency antennas.  
 
"It's able to absorb electromagnetic waves."  
  
"It can also multiply radiation, acting as a nano-antenna, or else a signal repeater, a 
transistor. 
 
Exposure to electromagnetic radiation can cause the exfoliation of the material into 
smaller particles called GQDs (Graphene Quantum Dots), whose properties and 
physical peculiarities are enhanced due to their even smaller scale due to the "quantum 
hall effect," since they act by amplifying electromagnetic signals and, with that, the 
emission distance, especially in environments such as the human body. 
 
Graphene quantum dots can acquire various morphologies, for example, hexagonal, 
triangular, circular, or irregular polygon."  
  
There is more to "THE JAB" than meets the eye or ear. 
 
If you got the jab you have been MAC-cinated. 
You have received a MAC-cination. 
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When the Australians are saying a government has gone insane, that’s when you 
know the Canadian government has gone insane 
  
The Covid "virus" was man made. 
The Covid "vaccine" was man made. 
The Covid "virus" was a catalyst used to launch the covid "vaccine". 
The Covid "vaccine" was and is used everywhere by regimes to use emergency powers 
for the purpose of cancelling free speech and control  people. 
  
"Vaccine" mandates are used to destroy liberty and allow regimes to control political 
opposition. 
 
Canada is a prime example along with the United States. 
  
"Vaccine" passports control people.  People wearing masks in public for the purpose of 
protection is as useless as the Covid "vaccine" and the "booster" shots. 
 
Neither does it prevent people from getting a virus. 
 
If either the masks or the Covid "vaccines" did prevent people from getting the man 
made Covid "virus" the Covid "virus" manufactured pandemic would have ended long 
ago. 
 
The second purpose of the man-made Covid "vaccines" is to produce variants or 
mutations of the "virus." 
 
The third purpose of the Covid "vaccines" is to embed a unique code into your body for 
future identification in the form of a MAC address. 
 
You can verify the third purpose for yourself by following the link below. 
  
"Vaccinated" Emitting Bluetooth Codes           (Verify This Yourself.) 
  
There is more to "THE JAB" than meets the eye or ear. 
If you got the jab you have been MAC-cinated. 
You have received a MAC-cination. 
  
Internet Of Bodies (IoB)  PDF     (28 Pages) 
  
Charles Schwab and his WEF are Pushing the Internet of Bodies   (Extensive 
Infomation That Connects The (IoB) Dots That Connects To The Covid "Vaccine") 
  
Bluetooth Vaccine? Does the Injected COVID Non-Vaccine Connect With 
Devices?  
  

https://theconservativetreehouse.com/blog/2022/02/20/sunday-talks-even-their-australian-cousins-are-shocked-at-canadian-government-brutality/
https://theconservativetreehouse.com/blog/2022/02/20/sunday-talks-even-their-australian-cousins-are-shocked-at-canadian-government-brutality/
https://anycalculator.com/vaccinatedemittingbluetoothcodes.html
https://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_IoB_briefing_paper_2020.pdf
https://thefreedomarticles.com/internet-of-bodies-pushed-by-wef-klaus-schwab/
https://thefreedomarticles.com/bluetooth-vaccine-injected-covid-non-vaccine-tries-to-connect-devices/
https://thefreedomarticles.com/bluetooth-vaccine-injected-covid-non-vaccine-tries-to-connect-devices/
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Is Bluetooth connectivity or compatibility another effect of the vaccine? It’s been a string 
of bizarre events, and the high strangeness shows no signs of ending. 
 
First, we discovered the COVID vaxxed were affecting the unvaccinated just by 
being in their vicinity, probably via frequency transmission. (5G wireless energy)  
 
Next, we discovered that magnets stuck to the injection site of some of the COVID 
vaxxed, usually on the upper arm, with theories being that the COVID non-vaccine 
contained metallic nanoparticles or magnetic hydrogel. 
 
Now, we have early evidence of a brand new phenomenon (which still needs to be 
verified): a possible bluetooth vaccine. 
 
A recent video posted here on Brighteon shows a man who says he was vaccinated, 
explaining that he feels fine, except that everywhere he goes, devices in the vicinity try 
to connect … with him. Yes, I wrote correctly; devices try to connect with him. 
  
Wow! 
 
Look closely and you will notice just before the man moves toward the TV that his 
phone is on the table and not on him. 
 
It was his body in close proximity to the smart TV that triggered the TV bluetooth trying 
to connect to him and not his phone which if you look closely at the bottom right of 
screen is still on the table as he gets up and moves toward the TV. 
 
The man states that devices such as his car and his home computer are trying to 
connect with him via Bluetooth. The man shows a notification on his phone of a 
Bluetooth pairing request with a device called “AstraZeneca_ChAdOx1-S.” 
 
It appears something in or on his body triggered the smart TV to try to connect 
to AstraZeneca_ChAdOx1-S. 
  
AstraZeneca ChAdOx1-S/nCoV-19 [recombinant], COVID-19 vaccine.  
AstraZeneca_ChAdO1-S is the name of the Astrazeneca covid "vaccine" that was 
injected into the man in the video. 
 
If the man had a concealed Bluetooth device that he was able to rename 
AstraZeneca_ChAdO1-S this would be a hoax. 
 
If the man didn't have a concealed Bluetooth device he renamed 
AstraZeneca_ChAdO1-S this video is very convincing evidence that the 
AstraZeneca_ChAdO1-S covid "vaccine" does indeed turn you into a Bluetooth emitting 
device. 
 
The nagging question is what happens when you are connected? 

https://thefreedomarticles.com/bizarre-phenomenon-unvaccinated-getting-sick-being-around-the-covid-vaxxed/
https://thefreedomarticles.com/covid-vax-transmission-phenomenon-frequency-change/
https://thefreedomarticles.com/covid-vaxxed-magnets-sticking-to-vaccinated-at-injection-site/
https://thefreedomarticles.com/covid-vaxxed-magnets-sticking-to-vaccinated-at-injection-site/
https://thefreedomarticles.com/does-magnetic-hydrogel-explain-covid-vax-magnet-phenomenon/
https://www.brighteon.com/2dbfee67-48b6-48f2-adc8-b79174cec6ef
https://www.who.int/publications/m/item/chadox1-s-recombinant-covid-19-vaccine
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Or is a connection necessary? 
 
If you got the one of the other two jabs what would the smart TV display as it tried to 
connect to you? 
 
Is the Bluetooth code being transmitted unique to getting the AstraZeneca jab?  In other 
words is the AstraZeneca jab the only jab that will turn you into a Bluetooth transmitter? 
 
The Bluetooth AstraZeneca_ChAdOx1-S is a name being broadcast by a Bluetooth 
device.  The Bluetooth device broadcasts this name to other Bluetooth devices within a 
short distance normally.  This Bluetooth beacon is broadcast all the time the device is 
on. 
 
If this video is real it would appear you could walk up to your home smart TV, an if 
Bluetooth connect was enabled on the TV, see your TV trying to connect to you as a 
Bluetooth device with a broadcast name of AstraZeneca_ChAdOx1-S. 
 
This would be easy to verify it would seem for those who have been "vaccinated" 
or  Mac-cinated. 
 
This could be used to verify you got the jab without having a vax card or vax passport. 
  
Another way to verify that you are a bluetooth transmitter would be to click on the link 
below. 
 
"Vaccinated" Emitting Bluetooth Codes     ? 
  
If I got the jab I would use the two suggestions above to verify that I am indeed a 
Bluetooth transmitter. 
 
In the next Blessed Hope, I will share more evidence of the Bluetooth MAC address 
codes found by controlled research reporting. 
 

 
Zero Amish Children Diagnosed with Cancer, Autism, Heart Failure 

Hunter Fielding March 9, 2024 
 
As a growing number of children across America are being diagnosed with multiple life-
threatening illnesses, a comprehensive study has found that zero Amish children have 
been impacted by cancer, heart failure, autism, or any other chronic conditions. 
 
In the United States, the current population of Amish people is quickly approaching 
400,000. 
 
The largest concentrations of Amish citizens are 90,000 in Pennsylvania and 82,000 in 
Ohio. 

https://anycalculator.com/vaccinatedemittingbluetoothcodes.html
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Amish communities have settled in as many as 32 U.S. states. 
 
Families have an average of 7 kids so the Amish population is growing rapidly. 
The Amish are a group of traditionalist Christians who are known for simple living, plain 
dress, and Christian pacifism. 
 
They reject most conveniences of modern technology and pharmaceuticals and 
maintain self-sufficiency. 
 
The Amish value rural life, manual labor, humility, and Gelassenheit (submission to 
God’s will) with a view neither to interrupt family time nor replace face-to-face 
conversations whenever possible. 
 
Yet, despite rejecting all modern medicine and pharmaceutical drugs that the rest of the 
American people have access to, the Amish are among the healthiest in the nation. 
 
As recent reports have shown, a study conducted by the Vaccine Safety Research 
Foundation (VSRF) found that Covid death rates among Amish communities are 90 
times lower than for the rest of America. 
 
The main difference, the study revealed, is that Amish communities completely ignored 
the guidelines from the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ordnung#Gelassenheit
https://slaynews.com/news/unvaxxed-amish-death-rates-90-times-lower-rest-america/
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Amish families did not get vaccinated or wear masks, nor did they engage in lockdowns, 
social distancing, or any other type of restrictions. 
 
But the separated communities didn’t avoid catching the virus, however, as roughly 90% 
of the Amish have been infected with Covid. 
 
In a new comprehensive study, presented by VSRF founder Steve Kirsch to the 
Pennsylvania State Senate, it was calculated that for Amish children, who are strictly 
100 percent unvaccinated, typical chronic conditions barely exist, if any at all. 
 
These chronic conditions, which many vaccinated children and swaths of Americans 
suffer from, include auto-immune disease, heart disease, diabetes, asthma, ADHD, 
arthritis, cancer, and autism. 
 
During testimony before the PA Senate, expert health advocates shared details on why 
there have never been any reports published regarding the health of Amish children in 
general. 
 
“After decades of studying the Amish, there’s no report because the report would be 
devastating to the narrative,” Kirsch testified. 
 
“It would show that the CDC has been harming the public for decades and saying 
nothing and burying all the data.” 
 
Leading American cardiologist Dr. Peter McCullough has dozens of peer-reviewed 
published works related to the rise of chronic conditions among the public. 
 
McCullough has testified before the U.S. Senate and before legislatures throughout the 
U.S. regarding the dangers of mRNA jabs.  Kirsch and McCullough joined top attorney 
Thomas Renz and medicolegal death investigator Graham Hetrick on a panel of experts 
who testified before the Pennsylvania State Senate. 
 
The experts all noted that chronic conditions are soaring among the American people. 
 
However, they concluded that these conditions are non-existent among unvaxxed 
Amish communities. 
 
According to the VSRF study, not one single Amish child could be found who had 
suffered from cancer, autism, heart disease, or other conditions that are on the rise 
among American children. 

 
 
Tyson Agrees to Add Insects to ‘Food’ Products without Informing 
Consumers 
Hunter Fielding March 9, 2024 
  

https://www.pennlive.com/coronavirus/2021/03/90-of-lancaster-countys-plain-community-households-believed-hit-by-covid-19.html
https://www.pennlive.com/coronavirus/2021/03/90-of-lancaster-countys-plain-community-households-believed-hit-by-covid-19.html
https://vigilantfox.substack.com/p/steve-kirsch-we-cant-find-an-autistic
https://senatormastriano.com/medicalfreedompanel2023/
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Tyson Foods has just signed a massive new deal that will see the company adding 
insects to its products without informing consumers. 
 
The new agreements, with insect ingredients company Protix, will allow Tyson to add 
bugs to its products and keep the formula hidden from the public without listing it in the 
ingredients. The deal is seen as a significant “stepping stone” to replacing traditional 
meat products with insects. 
 
Because the companies argue that eating insects is “sustainable” and will “save the 
planet” from “climate change,” they can hide the bugs from the consumer by leaving 
them off the ingredients label. 
 
A twofold investment agreement forged between Tyson and Protix will allow the 
processed food industry to hide newfangled bug ingredients in their labels by creating 
an efficient and “sustainable” system of insect protein and lipids production for the entire 
global food system. 
 
Using a direct equity investment, Tyson will acquire a minority stake in Protix to help 
fund its massive global expansion, creating a steady supply of insect and bug 
ingredients that will be forced on the entire planet – except for the food plates of the 
globalists, of course, who will still be fine-dining on steak and caviar to their empty 
heart’s content. 
 
Tyson and Protix have entered a joint venture for the construction and operation of an 
insect ingredient manufacturing facility here in the United States, which reports indicate 
will be the first of its kind “to upcycle food manufacturing byproducts into high-quality 
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insect proteins and lipids which will primarily be used in the pet food, aquaculture, and 
livestock industries.” 
 
“Our partnership with Protix represents the latest strategic investment by Tyson Foods 
in groundbreaking solutions that drive added value to Tyson Foods’ business,” 
announced John R. Tyson, chief financial officer of Tyson and the same guy who last 
year wandered drunk and uninvited into a college student’s bed before she called the 
police on him. 
 
“The insect lifecycle provides the opportunity for full circularity within our value chain, 
strengthening our commitment to building a more sustainable food system for the 
future.” 
 
Do not be fooled by the claim that these bug byproduct ingredients are strictly for 
animals. 
 
Globalists look at non-globalists — meaning non-one-percenters and everyday folks 
who are not filthy rich — as being the equivalent of human livestock, so you can be sure 
these insect parts are destined for your dinner plate as well. 
 
Tyson would not be building a massive U.S. facility with an “enclosed system designed 
to support all aspects of insect protein production including the breeding, incubating, 
and hatching of insect larvae” if this entire operation was not also intended to feed the 
tens of millions of “useless eaters” that the globalists eventually want to kill off once they 
are done exploiting their human slaves for profit. 
 
“Next thing you know they will tell you that these things go well with Soylent Green!” 
joked one person on X about Tyson’s insect ventures, referring to the 1973 sci-fi thriller 
film about people eating “soylent green,” aka people. 
 
“Guess I’m never eating Tyson products again,” noted another, with several others in 
agreement that they, too, are done purchasing and eating Tyson products. 
 
“Insects are not designed for the human digestive system,” noted another about how 
humans cannot consume and derive any benefits from bugs. 
 
“If it was, it would already have been on the menu several hundred years ago.” 
 
“Humans and birds are very, very, very different.” 
 
“Tyson Foods is disgusting,” said someone else. 
 
“They very inhumanely slaughter animals to make their inferior products.” 
 

 

 

https://nypost.com/2023/01/24/john-r-tyson-pleads-guilty-after-waking-up-in-strangers-bed/
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Boycott These Food Companies for  
Their Sell-out to HRH King Charles ~ Bill Gates Vegan  

Syn-Bio & GMO Lab Substitute Franken-Foods 
 

At some point, unless science finds a way to sort the safety issues, consumer 
resistance will likely persuade food companies to label GMO products sold in the United 
States, just as they’ve done in Europe. In the meantime, the industry will start seeing 
GMO ingredients as a liability, predicts Jeffrey Smith, executive director of the Institute 
for Responsible Technology and author of Genetic Roulette: The Documented Health 
Risks of Genetically Engineered Foods. Here are a few ways to avoid GMOs: 
 
Buy organic. To be certified “organic” under USDA guidelines, foods cannot contain 
compounds from genetically engineered crops. (Be aware that cross-contamination can 
occur due to wind or insects.) 
 
Look for Non-GMO Project seals. The Non-GMO Project is a nonprofit organization 
dedicated to clearly labeling and independently verifying foods that don’t contain GMO 
ingredients. 
 
Avoid non-organic foods likely to be made with GMOs, including products containing 
corn, soy, canola, cottonseed and sugar beets, as well as some produce, like papaya 
from China or Hawaii, and zucchini and yellow squash. Most sugar, if not organic, is 
probably a combination of both sugar cane and genetically modified sugar beets. 
 
 
Bill Gates Beyond Meat 
Bill Gates Impossible Foods Impossible Burgers 
Memphis Meats Lab Grown Beef & Poultry 
Oscar Mayer Meats (Wienermobile folks) 
Tyson Foods 
UPSIDE Foods from Bill Gates, Richard Branson and Whole Foods founder John 
Mackey 
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UPSIDE Foods Burgers from Bill Gates 
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Biden’s Power Grab of 22 Million Acres of Public Land in 11 States 
By M Dowling 

March 8, 2024 
 
The same Biden administration that wants to close off federal lands to oil and gas 
development in the name of protecting the environment is looking to take over 22 million 
acres of federal land for solar panels as part of the president’s goal of achieving a 100 
percent clean electricity grid by 2035, reports The Sun. 
 
The Inflation Reduction Act rears its ugly head again. This time, Biden’s Bureau of Land 
Management (BLM) will be allowed to take over 22 million acres for a large solar field 
on public land in eleven Western states. 
 
One of the biggest problems with solar is too little gain for too much land. It also 
destroys the environment, and birds often die on these solar farms. 
 
According to a press release from the U.S. Department of the Interior, the proposal 
refines the BLM’s existing maps of land open to solar development in Arizona, 
California, Colorado, Nevada, New Mexico, and Utah. An updated roadmap refines the 
analysis in the original six states and expands to five more states – Idaho, Montana, 
Oregon, Washington, and Wyoming. It also focuses on lands within 10 miles of existing 
or planned transmission lines and moves away from lands with sensitive resources. 
 
Meanwhile, much-needed oil and gas leasing in Colorado has paused. The communist 
administration doesn’t like fossil fuels. 
 
America Publlc Power Assn 
The Sun reports: 
Mr. Biden’s “Investing in America” agenda, from which the proposal springs, seems to 
apply selectively to the energy industry. While urging industries to take up solar projects 
on public lands, the president has sought to make it more expensive for private 
companies to drill on them. In June, he proposed raising the royalties that fossil fuel 
companies pay to extract oil, gas and coal from public lands, the first increase on royalty 
rates since 1920. 
 
This rate increase, coupled with heightened costs on the bonds companies must pay 
before drilling, could increase costs by about $1.8 billion between now and 2031, the 
Interior Department estimates. In September, the Interior Department also 
drew criticism for its five-year plan to cut offshore oil and gas leasing, which could 
elevate domestic fuel prices and make America more reliant on oil imports. 
 
Some environmental activists are opposed to the utility solar farm. 
 
BLM says the plan would direct development away from sensitive resources, but some 
environmental activists say that is not true. 
 

https://www.independentsentinel.com/author/freebird/
https://www.reuters.com/legal/government/blm-pause-oil-gas-leasing-22-million-acres-colorado-2022-08-13/
https://www.nysun.com/article/biden-administration-looks-to-set-aside-millions-of-acres-of-public-lands-for-massive-solar-panel-farms
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/07/20/climate/biden-drilling-federal-lands.html
https://www.reuters.com/markets/commodities/us-plans-sharp-reduction-offshore-oil-gas-auctions-2023-09-29/
https://www.utilitydive.com/news/blm-solar-development-roadmap-west/704855/
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The BLM has proposed six alternative roadmaps with varying degrees of protection for 
critical habitat and cultural resources. Still, the preferred option appears to include lands 
previously ruled unsuitable for solar development [emphasis added], according to Kevin 
Emmerich, co-founder of Basin and Range Watch, a Nevada-based conservation group. 
 
Biden is investing taxpayer dollars in solar technology, which will likely become the next 
EV. Also, the $4.3 million from the Inflation ‘Reduction’ Act will never be enough for the 
extensive plans. 
 
Carbon is again portrayed as the bad guy in the environment without scientific proof. 
We need it for survival. 
 
[O’biden is just another one of HRH Charles’ puppets carrying out the insanity of HRH 
Charles’ plan to reduce the nation’s depopulation measures.  The world is being 
squeezed to conform to an 18th century culture of a former lifestyle. HRH King Charles 
is carrying out his Antichrist agenda! –Pastor Bob] 
 

 
Smokehouse Creek Fire KILLS over 10,000 cattle in Texas, 
devastating local beef supply 
03/08/2024 // Ava Grace  
 
The Texas Department of Agriculture estimates that over 10,000 cattle have been killed 
by wildfires that recently ravaged the Texas Panhandle and neighboring areas.  The 
Smokehouse Creek Fire, as it is called, is the largest wildfire in the history of Texas. It 
has burned down at least 500 structures and 1,700 square miles in Texas and 
Oklahoma. 
 
One of the people affected by the fire is Shane Pennigton, a 56-year-old cattle farmer 
near Canadian, Texas. When he first saw flames from an enormous wildfire 
approaching the ranch he manages, his first concern wasn't his home. It was his 
animals. 
 
Pennington said when he got to his ranch, he found around 50 of his cattle already dead 
and many nursing cows were desperately searching for their lost calves. As the flames 
tore through the ranch, they caused excruciating injuries, burning off some animals' tails 
and rendering others blind. 
 
"It just burned all the hair off them," he said. "Their feet are coming off. Their hooves, 
they're bloody."  Some of them are "cows that I raised right here," he said. "It's just hard 
to see them burn up." (Related: Another blow to the food supply: Explosion and 
subsequent fire devastate Texas chicken plant.) 
 
Pennington is one of many cattle farmers whose livelihoods have been devastated by 
the Smokehouse Creek Fire. Many more farmers have been affected by the disaster, 

https://www.naturalnews.com/author/avagrace
https://www.shtfplan.com/headline-news/texas-wildfires-continue-to-devastate-beef-supply
https://www.shtfplan.com/headline-news/texas-wildfires-continue-to-devastate-beef-supply
https://edition.cnn.com/2024/03/04/us/texas-wildfires-cattle-industry/index.html
https://www.naturalnews.com/2024-02-02-texas-chicken-plant-hit-by-explosion-fire.html
https://www.naturalnews.com/2024-02-02-texas-chicken-plant-hit-by-explosion-fire.html
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which is likely going to harm the supply of beef for a few years as ranchers try to 
rebuild. 
 
Texas is home to about 4.1 million beef cattle, according to David P. Anderson, 
professor of agricultural economics at Texas A&M University.  Agriculture 
Commissioner Sid Miller noted that more than 85 percent of the cattle in Texas are 
housed in the Texas Panhandle. 
 
Miller added in a press release that in addition to the thousands of animals that have 
died, many grain and seed operations have also “reported total losses.” Farmers and 
agricultural experts say the wildfire will continue to affect the cattle industry for years to 
come. 
 
More cattle are likely to die in coming weeks.  In addition to the short-term effects of 
cattle killed and grievously injured by the flames, there will be lasting repercussions, as 
herds cultivated for years struggle to recover and traumatized cows fail to reproduce. 
Miller has called for donations and prayers to be provided to Texas residents who have 
lost their homes and livestock in the wildfires. 
 
"There's no grass, there's no water for the livestock," Miller stressed. "We've lost over 
3,000 head, which is a very small number, that will double or triple easily. We've got 
cattle that we're going to have to euthanize because of the damage to their hooves, 
their udders. We'll just have to put them down." 
 
For Pennington, the inferno has been both financially and emotionally catastrophic. 
"Your job is to keep them alive, not to destroy them," he said. "It's tough." 
 
"Even if [the cattle] survive in [the wildfire], more than likely they're gonna get 
pneumonia, they're gonna get sick, they're gonna die," Pennington added, strongly 
suggesting that the estimate of 10,000 dead cattle will rise. 
 
"There are literally hundreds of structures burned to the ground – houses, barns," said 
Rep. Ronny Jackson (R-Amarillo), whose congressional district covers most of the 
Texas Panhandle. "There are dead animals everywhere – cattle, horses. Unfortunately, 
there are many animals that are seriously burned, that aren't dead yet, that will have to 
be put down." 
 
Watch this video discussing how the Smokehouse Creek Fire is threatening a nearby 
nuclear weapons plant. 
This video is from Justin Barclay on Brighteon.com. 

 
 

The “Witch” of mRNA Vaccines appointed in Pontifical Academy of 
Life! Pope Francis rewards the Inventor of the Diabolical Molecule 

March 9, 2024 
 

https://www.tamu.edu/
https://greatertexan.com/
http://disaster.news/
https://www.brighteon.com/5507c072-a358-42b5-8382-42efe2237346
https://www.brighteon.com/5507c072-a358-42b5-8382-42efe2237346
https://www.brighteon.com/channels/mrjustinbarclay
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By Fabio Giuseppe Carlo Carisio,. who believed that the Holy See had reached the 
highest peak of idolatry of TRANSHUMANISM with the nomination of the biochemist 
Emmanuelle Marie Charpentier in the Pontifical Academy of Sciences, despite the fact 
that she was the creator of the genome editing that allowed the birth of two Chinese 
twins with the DNA altered in the laboratory, now he will have to think again… 
 
In deference to the GOD Vaccine that the Vatican State has obligatorily imposed on all 
subjects (citizens) of its theocratic monarchy, the Sovereign Pontiff Jorge Mario 
Bergoglio, more inclined to genuflect to the science of Big Pharma rather than to the 
supernatural science of the Holy Spirit, last February 10th chose the Hungarian-
American scientist Katalin Karikò as a member of the Pontifical Academy for Life. 
 
The nomination of the biochemist Karikò in the Pontifical Academy for Life – is famous 
for having invented the alteration of the human nucleoside Uridine, transforming it in the 
laboratory into Pseudouridine to deceive human blood cells and allow them to accept 
the functional mRNA to convey the genetic message essential to instruct the organism 
in the production of the toxic Spike to trigger the desired (but unsuccessful and short-
lasting) immune reaction of antibodies against the SARS-Cov-2 virus. 
 

 
 

Based on the intuition of the American biochemist at the University of Pennsylvania, 
others have further modified Pseudouridine, transforming it into the even more 

https://www.gospanews.net/en/2021/08/11/mother-of-transhumanism-in-pontifical-academy-of-sciences-she-built-genome-editing-which-allowed-twins-birth-with-modified-dna-in-china/
https://www.gospanews.net/en/2021/08/11/mother-of-transhumanism-in-pontifical-academy-of-sciences-she-built-genome-editing-which-allowed-twins-birth-with-modified-dna-in-china/
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dangerous MethylPseudouridine, a diabolical molecule that scientists (primarily the 
study of the biomathematician Jean-Claude Perez, friend and collaborator of late Luc 
Montagnier) have identified as responsible for serious damage to the immune 
system, autoimmune adverse reactions and neurocerebral pathologies that are 
sometimes lethal and above all inhibiting the defense mechanism against tumors so 
much so as to be suspected as the “smoking gun” of the tremendous phenomenon of 
turbo-cancer in vaccinated people who already 7 international studies correlate to 
mRNA gene sera. 
 
WE HAVE NOW PUBLISHED DOZENS OF INVESTIGATIONS ON THESE TOPICS 
AND THEREFORE WE ARE SURPRISED BY THE IGNORANCE ON THE MATTER 
OF THE HOLY SEE WHICH SEEMS TO HAVE BECOME A BRANCH OF THE 
NOBEL FOUNDATION IN STOCKHOLM WHICH AWARDED THE PRIZE FOR 
CHEMISTRY TO THE FRENCHWOMAN CHARPENTIER IN 2020 AND THAT FOR 
MEDICINE TO THE AMERICAN KARIKÒ IN 2023. 
 
It is disconcerting to think that two days after the appointment of a scientist who 
managed to invent a diabolical molecule capable of deceiving blood cells to make 
mRNA vaccines effective, Pope Francis held a conference in front of the Pontifical 
Academy for Life condemning the attempt to create a replicant of man generated in the 
image and likeness of God according to the Judeo-Christian Bible and the Magisterium 
of the Roman Catholic Apostolic Church. 
 
«The growing capabilities of science and technology lead human beings to feel like 
protagonists of a creative act similar to the divine one, which produces the image and 
likeness of human life, including the capacity for language, of which the “talking 
machines” they seem to be gifted. Would it then be within the power of man to infuse 
spirit into inanimate matter? The temptation is insidious. We are therefore asked to 
discern how the creativity of man entrusted to himself can be exercised in a responsible 
way. It is about investing the talents received, preventing the human being from being 
disfigured and the constitutive differences that give order to the cosmos from being 
canceled (see Gen 1-3)». 
 
The Pontiff’s entire speech can be read in the link between the sources. 
 
But it is clear from these words the stark contrast with the appointment of a scientist 
who owes her success to Big Pharma’s dangerous and experimental Covid vaccines 
precisely for having created a biochemical trick capable of altering natural immune 
functions and even integrating into DNA as demonstrated by an Italian study. 
 
Either Bergoglio is starting to suffer from Alzheimer’s or some bipolar psychiatric 
pathology or, otherwise, as stated by the Texan bishop Joseph E. Strickland, suddenly 
removed from his Diocese of Tyler, he is trapped in a circuit and dominated by occult 
powers that manipulate him like an ignorant puppet. 
 

https://www.gospanews.net/en/2024/01/30/diabolical-molecule-inside-mrna-vaccines-generates-harmful-proteins-as-killer-prions-brain-eating-amoeba-explosive-study-by-prof-perez-montagnier-foundation/
https://www.gospanews.net/en/2024/01/30/diabolical-molecule-inside-mrna-vaccines-generates-harmful-proteins-as-killer-prions-brain-eating-amoeba-explosive-study-by-prof-perez-montagnier-foundation/
https://www.gospanews.net/en/2023/10/10/turbo-cancer-2-many-lethal-serious-cases-and-new-researches-on-covid-mrna-vaccines-risks-melatonin-hope/
https://www.gospanews.net/en/2023/10/10/turbo-cancer-2-many-lethal-serious-cases-and-new-researches-on-covid-mrna-vaccines-risks-melatonin-hope/
https://www.gospanews.net/en/2021/08/11/mother-of-transhumanism-in-pontifical-academy-of-sciences-she-built-genome-editing-which-allowed-twins-birth-with-modified-dna-in-china/
https://www.gospanews.net/en/2023/10/04/medicine-nobel-to-mrna-covid-vaccines-scientists-both-sponsored-by-gates-fauci-and-zuckerberg/
https://www.gospanews.net/en/2023/10/04/medicine-nobel-to-mrna-covid-vaccines-scientists-both-sponsored-by-gates-fauci-and-zuckerberg/
https://www.gospanews.net/en/2023/10/04/medicine-nobel-to-mrna-covid-vaccines-scientists-both-sponsored-by-gates-fauci-and-zuckerberg/
https://www.gospanews.net/2023/11/17/massoneria-in-vaticano-3-il-vescovo-texano-deposto-forze-tremende-lavorano-sul-papa-e-la-santa-sede-sgrida-i-cattolici-massoni/
https://www.gospanews.net/2023/11/17/massoneria-in-vaticano-3-il-vescovo-texano-deposto-forze-tremende-lavorano-sul-papa-e-la-santa-sede-sgrida-i-cattolici-massoni/
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In both cases it is only the tip of the iceberg of a Vatican now infected by the 
virus of Masonic scientism which is proving to be even more serious than the SARS-
Cov-2 built in the laboratory to sell Covid vaccines which have become a new form of 
idolatry by the authorities ecclesiastical, increasingly poor in supernatural and mystical 
transcendence but unfortunately increasingly gangrenous by the immanence of the 
parascientific superstition with which they have eliminated blessed holy water to make 
room for the gel propagated by now unmasked fraudulent advisors such as Anthony 
Fauci and Bill Gates. 
 
 

Battery-powered transportation soared in popularity during the 
pandemic, but the devices have since become ticking time bombs 
Lithium-ion batteries used in electronic bikes and scooters caused more fires in the last 
two months than in all of 2019, New York City Fire Department’s (FDNY) has claimed. 
 
Speaking to the ‘New York Post’, Chief Fire Marshall Daniel Flynn noted that the FDNY 
recorded 30 fires involving lithium batteries in 2019, a number that more than tripled to 
104 in 2021, and soared to 268 last year. In the first two months of 2024, 31 such fires 
had already been recorded, with the blazes causing 26 injuries and one death, 
according to figures cited by the Post.  
 

 
 

https://www.gospanews.net/en/2024/01/10/freemasonry-zionism-1-apocalyptic-cataclysms-by-synagogue-of-satan-genocides-in-palestine-plotted-pandemic-for-lethal-vaccines/
https://www.gospanews.net/en/2023/12/10/wuhan-gates-73-half-of-century-of-covert-bioweapon-development-leading-to-faucis-sars-cov-2-and-mrna-lethal-vaccines/
https://www.gospanews.net/en/2023/12/10/wuhan-gates-73-half-of-century-of-covert-bioweapon-development-leading-to-faucis-sars-cov-2-and-mrna-lethal-vaccines/
https://www.gospanews.net/2022/09/11/fedeli-senza-acquasanta-e-senza-sangue-di-cristo-nelleucaristia-chiesa-cattolica-snervata-dallo-scientismo-massonico/
https://www.gospanews.net/en/2024/01/10/faucis-testimony-before-us-congress-uncovered-drastic-failures-in-public-health-systems-and-pandemic-origin/
https://www.gospanews.net/en/2024/01/10/faucis-testimony-before-us-congress-uncovered-drastic-failures-in-public-health-systems-and-pandemic-origin/
https://nypost.com/2024/03/03/us-news/more-nyc-fires-caused-by-lithium-ion-batteries-in-two-months-than-in-all-of-2019-fdny-chief/
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Indian journalist Fazil Khan was killed last week when a lithium-ion battery caught fire in 
the hallway of a Harlem apartment. Residents on higher floors were trapped inside the 
building, with 18 other people suffering injuries. 
 
E-bikes and scooters soared in popularity during the coronavirus pandemic, when 
people bought the devices to work in “gig economy” delivery jobs, the Marshall 
explained. 
 
“People bought these devices some three years ago, and now they’re aging,” Flynn 
said, pointing out that shoddy repairs and replacement of individual battery cells – rather 
than entire battery units – increase the risk of deadly fires. 
 
“We’ve seen people try to fix it or modify it themselves, go to shops from unauthorized 
vendors or take it on themselves to replace the old batteries,” he said. “We tell people 
not to go with the cheapest option and seek out the manufacturer directly.” 
 
Lithium-ion batteries can catch fire if they overheat, or if the body of the battery is 
punctured. Lithium can burn violently on contact with air, and once started, lithium fires 
are impossible to extinguish with water, as the burning chemical simply uses the oxygen 
contained in water as fuel. 
 
The FDNY has formed a Lithium-ion Task Force to combat the problem, and officers 
regularly inspect businesses that offer to repair individual battery cells. 
 
“They kill people, they have killed people, and they will kill more people if businesses 
continue to operate in this manner,” Fire Commissioner Laura Kavanagh warned last 
month. 
  
 

Rep. Massie warns about fed plan to electronically track all U.S. cattle 
to stymie beef production 
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Hidden deep within the new omnibus bill is a secret provision to allow the federal 
government to electronically track all cattle in the United States. 
 
Rep. Thomas Massie (R-Ky.) warned about the hidden provision on X, stating that 
lobbyists will receive $15 million in taxpayer funds to unleash the electronic tracking grid 
on the nation's meat-producing cows and bison. 
 
As stated directly from the omnibus, the agreement "directs the Department to continue 
to provide the tags and related infrastructure needed to comply with the Federal Animal 
Disease Traceability rule (9 CFR 86), including no less than $15,000,000 for electronic 
identification (EID) tags and related infrastructure needed for stakeholders to comply 
with the proposed rule, 'Use of Electronic Identification Eartags as Official Identification 
in Cattle and Bison' (88 FR 3320), should that rule be finalized." 
 
None of this, warned Rep. Massie is legal. And yet, the near-total apathy of the 
American people these days means these kinds of things are easily passable without so 
much as a peep from the wider constituency. 
 
"No law authorizes this!" Rep. Massie wrote on X. 
 
"It will be used by the GREEN agenda to limit beef production, and by the corporate 
meat oligopoly to DOMINATE small ranchers." 
 
(Related: Back in 2021 at the height of the Wuhan coronavirus [COVID-19] "pandemic," 
Rep. Massie called for everyone at the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 
[CDC] to be fired for lying about the nature of the so-called "virus.") 
 
Attorney Tom Renz warns electronic tracking of cattle will unleash universal GMO 
"vaccines" on food supply 
 
What Rep. Massie means by the "green" agenda is that this little ear tag scheme is 
merely a front to further dig into the American meat supply in order to crush it, paving 
the way for synthetic "meat," bugs, and other "climate-friendly" replacements to flood 
the market instead. 
 
One of just a few in Congress, or anywhere, calling out the scheme, Rep. Massie 
deserves credit for keeping the American public abreast of these latest developments, 
even if most people seemingly do not care what happens to their food supply. 
 
"It's important to make sure similar nonsense isn't occurring at state and local levels," 
warned an X account called "Justin George" (@jdgeorge94) about the plot. 
 
Even more ominous was a warning that attorney Thomas Renz put in response to Rep. 
Massie's tweet about the implications of the electronic ear tag scheme on food safety. 
 

https://twitter.com/RepThomasMassie/status/1765362003080527903
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"It will also be used to ensure the introduction of genetics modifying vaccines on a 
universal basis into the food supply," Renz wrote about the scheme. "This is not just 
about limiting beef output ... it's about ensuring the beef available has mRNA vaccines 
in it." 
 
Renz responded to Rep. Massie further by offering to speak with him directly about the 
details of all this, emphasizing surety in his understanding of the long-term plan. "We 
need to pass an omnibus that outlaws omnibuses," joked another about how ridiculous 
this all is. 
 
"This is exactly why we need single-item spending bills," wrote another, further joking 
with a play on words blending the word communism with omnibus. "No more 
(c)omnibus." 
 
All this constant fighting over the climate, the food supply, and other pertinent issues is 
exhausting, wrote another, which is why increasingly more people seem to support the 
idea of splitting up the country into two separate entities. 
 
"No wonder why people are asking for a national divorce to split this country up," one 
wrote. "Give them their green new deal, illegals, crime and drag shows and let the 
people on planet sane have the rest of the country!" 
 
The anti-beef brigades have been unleashed to rid the world of "climate-polluting" beef.  
 
 
Blessings, 
 
 
 
Pastor Bob, EvanTeachr@aol.com 
www.pastorbobreid.com 
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